
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya - BarcelonaTech (UPC): Startups & Spinoffs at 4YFN 2024

Barcelona, 26 – 29 February 2024
Hall 8.1 4YFN – Stand 8.1C33A & 8.1C33B

Monday 26 Feb | Tuesday 27 Feb

Vaive Logistics vaivelogistics.com

Contact: Clément Lemardelé (vaivelogistics.info@gmail.com)

A new wave of autonomous delivery services for optimised last-mile logistics.

Exhibition: Monday | Tuesday (8.1C33.1A) Spinoff

Vincer.AI vincer.ai

Contact:Pol Solà (pol.sola@vincer.ai)

Promoting positive contributions of AI in health.

Exhibition: Monday | Tuesday (8.1C33.2A) Spinoff

Aridditive aridditive.com

Contact: Arnau Cumelles (acumelles@aridditive.com)

3D printing the building and urban furniture for a sustainable future.

Exhibition: Monday | Tuesday (8.1C33.3A) Spinoff

Algorae algorae.cat

Contact: Ernest Teniente (ernest.teniente@algorae.cat)

Development of transport solutions through the use of simulation and AI.

Exhibition: Monday | Tuesday (8.1C33.4A) Spinoff
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Inmersia inmersia.com

Contact: Guillem De La Torre (guillem@inmersia.com)

The next generation of optics for immersive and portable AR/VR smart glasses!

Exhibition: Monday | Tuesday (8.1C33.5A) Startup

Pullpo pullpo.io

Contact: Marco Patiño López (marco@pullpo.io)

Startup | Platform to boost engineering efficiency.

Exhibition: Monday | Tuesday (8.1C33.6A) Startup

Showee showeeshower.com

Contact:Judit Salarich (judit@showeeshower.com)

Accessible and eco-smart shower that adapts to people's level of autonomy.

Exhibition: Monday | Tuesday (8.1C33.7A) Startup

Wecaria wecaria.com

Contact: Xavi Espinal (xavi@wecaria.com)

Wecaria connects vehicles and analyses their data in real time.

Exhibition: Monday | Tuesday (8.1C33.8A) Startup
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Wednesday 28 Feb | Thursday 29 Feb

NIMBLE Diagnostics dxnimble.com

Contact: Andrés Ortega (andres.ortega@dxnimble.com)

Spinoff | Novel medical device to monitor patients with implanted stents
non-invasively.

Exhibition: Wednesday | Thursday (8.1C33.1B) Spinoff

Ludium Lab ludiumlab.com

Contact: Carlos Fernández Villalta (carlos.fernandez@ludiumlab.com)

Spinoff | Most optimised software virtualization & cloud gaming technology.

Exhibition: Wednesday | Thursday (8.1C33.2B) Spinoff

DIW Dynamics cimupc.org

Contact: Maria Casas (mcasas@cimupc.org)

Spinoff | Limitless design through cutting-edge custom additive manufacturing
solutions.

Exhibition: Wednesday | Thursday (8.1C33.3B) Spinoff

ecoDeliver ecodeliver.es

Contact: Mateu Chiquin (mateu@ecodeliver.tech)

Startup | Approaching sustainability with collaborative transportation for ecommerce.

Exhibition: Wednesday | Thursday (8.1C33.4B) Startup
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Virmedex virmedex.com

Contact: Dani Tost (dani@virmedex.com)

Spinoff | Video games for healthcare professional training. Global immersive fun.

Exhibition: Wednesday | Thursday (8.1C33.5B) Spinoff

Chatfy chatfy.es

Contact: Jordi Espasa Rosell (jordi.espasa@chatfy.es)

Startup | Train your sales team by practising with AI roleplays.

Exhibition: Wednesday | Thursday (8.1C33.6B) Startup

Bliko bliko.ai

Contact: Joan Jover Vilafranca (joanjovervilafranca@gmail.com)

Startup | Call analysis software to maintain a personalised context per customer.

Exhibition: Wednesday | Thursday (8.1C33.7B) Startup

Datision datision.com

Contact: Andrés Torregrosa (a.torregrosa@datision.com)

Spinoff | Showcase tracker. A new technology.

Exhibition: Wednesday | Thursday (8.1C33.8B) Spinoff
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Other UPC startups & spinoffs at 4YFN 2024

Able Human Motion | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/28649-able-human-motion
Spinoff
Innovative exoskeleton technology to improve the mobility, health and quality of life of people with disabilities.

Beyond You (form. Exheus) | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/27543-beyond-you-formerly-exheus
Spinoff
Beyond You is a blood test that analyses the expression of the genes with AI for better health and Aging.

Elem Biotech | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/27437-elem-biotech
Spinoff (UPC + BSC)
At ELEM Biotech, our vision is to lead the technological revolution where Virtual Humans become the
standard for medical testing and in silico clinical trials.

eRoots Analytics | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/27393-eroots-analytics
Spinoff
Providing software solutions in the context of modern power systems.

Folgrid | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/28039-folgrid-technologies-sl
Startup
Folgrid pioneers an innovative approach by seamlessly blending solar energy and agriculture through
agrivoltaic frameworks.

Hello | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/28018-hello-app
Startup
The app that pays you money to store data on your phone.

IMAZ | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/28011-imaz-technology-innovation-sl
Startup
Provide flexible IoT solutions for well-being and health monitoring systems.

Kreios Space | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/28009-kreios-space
Startup
Electric propulsion system to revolutionise the satellite industry.

Levelab | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/28201-levelab-technologies-sl
Startup
Platform to boost student engagement through hands-on courses.

Mitiga Solutions | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/27441-mitiga-solutions-s-l
Spinoff (UPC + BSC)
Barcelona Supercomputing Center spin-off providing solutions capable of evaluating and mitigating the impact
of natural hazards, improving the management of risk for clients across multiple industries.

Nanochronia | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/27397-nanochronia-sl
Spinoff (UPC + ITQ | CSIC + UPV + URV)
Enabling the transition to a green carbon-free society by detecting hydrogen and related gases with our
next-generation graphene based nanosensors.

Nuwe | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/28202-nuwe
Startup
Compete, improve, showcase your talent and get hired by leading tech companies.
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Opground | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/28044-opground
Startup
Opground is the first 100% bias free AI-based automated marketplace where IT talent is currently interviewed
by all +800 Opground companies at once through a single chatbot interview.

Rob Surgical | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/28844-rob-surgical
Spinoff
Rob Surgical was created with the aim of universalizing precision surgery and bringing its benefits to all
hospitals, surgeons and patients around the world.

RelAI Emotions | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/27430-relai-emotions-sl
Startup
relAI captures emotions of customers & employees, boosting sales & satisfaction.

Sense4Care | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/27925-sense4care
Spinoff
Sense4Care is a leading MedTech company developing and producing wearable medical devices based on
the identification of human movement patterns, especially in Parkinson’s Disease. 

THEKER Robotics | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/27494-theker-robotics
Startup
THEKER Robotics is a robotics, deep learning and artificial vision startup.

TracksCO2 | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/28192-tracks-co2
Startup
In a critical era of rising CO2 emissions, we drive corporate change by urging companies to minimise their
carbon footprint.

–

Qbeast | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/28653-qbeast
Spinoff BSC
AI powered data layout for fast and cost-efficient BI and ML.

Qilimanjaro Quantum Tech | https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/27435-qilimanjaro-quantum-tech
Spinoff BSC
Qilimanjaro is a full-stack quantum computing company that aims at maximising current technology
capabilities to provide practical quantum advantage in a shorter time frame by following a unique strategy.

–
More information: 4YFN exhibitors.
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https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/27195-barcelona-supercomputing-center
https://www.4yfn.com/exhibitors/28796-xartec-salut-universitat-politecnica-de-catalunya
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